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Introduction
• Who I am and what I do

• What you see is not where I started
• The path not planned….
• Papa
• How I got here

• Goal – Survival and Joy in the private ENT Practice
• Autonomy and Large are not totally mutually exclusive

What DO Large Groups do that Small Groups Don’t?
• Most obviously – Leverage size and power in the marketplace
•
•
•
•

Recruiting physicians and staff
Contract negotiations
Branding
Purchasing

• Benefit from economies of scale
• Resource density/more expertise
•
•
•
•
•

Centralize Efficient Billing and Coding
EHR
Compliance
Security – network support and protection
Finance

• Reduced overhead

Build Resource Teams
• Team of experts

• Leadership synergy

• Excellent strategic planning and daily operations with a TEAM of professional managers
• Implementation of new operational and technical opportunities
• Online appointment scheduling
• PROs
• Patient Engagement
• Reputation management

• REAL training programs – better staff support
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Resource Based Know ledge & Ex pertise
• Rapid response to issues
• Regulatory matters

• Changes to medical board rules
• CMS regulations and programs

• MIPS and quality initiatives
• Not reporting PQRS “because buddies said it is too much trouble”

• Coding and Billing changes

• Calls all month about the new code bundles

• Liability issues
• Crisis Management

• Public Enemy #1
• Harvey
• Sudden death of a physician in another practice

Build Physician Synergies & Structure
• Strong governance

• This may be the strongest value

• Cultural development
• Define values and purpose

• Shared risk for new technology & opportunity
• CT scanners
• ASCs
• Service and Geographic Expansion

• Organic relationship building

• Mentoring new physicians
• When disaster strikes (physician incapacity or loss)

We Do All These Things Yet…
• Each physician maintains autonomy to practice in their way

• Sees the number of patients they are comfortable with
• Performs the procedures they choose in the location of their choice

• Community based medicine without the business hassles
• It’s the best of both worlds

Does One Size Fit All?
• No, but the preservation of the General ENT’s autonomy is incumbent on
accepting some change.

• Change is happening, right now, every day
• Failure to change and expand your resource access might mean you end up working for a
hospital or multi specialty group
• Lose your income and your voice

• Find a place to belong and begin to consider where that is for you.
• In January 2017 we merged with a 5 physician group that had been in Houston
more than 40 years…..
• There were some great days and some tough days
• This month we celebrated one year together.

• EVERY SINGLE PHYSICIAN in that group thanked me and our management team for making their lives better at
work and at home.
• They expressed how wonderful their new reality is.
• They praised the relief from the daily burden that was causing them to be burned out and overwhelmed.

WHY DO THEY FEEL THIS WAY……

FREEDOM – The Ultimate Gift of a Large Group
• Freedom from managing the day to day
• Freedom from the drudgery of regulatory pressures
• Freedom from the unknown /unseen risks you are taking
• Freedom from out of control overhead
• Freedom from the uncollected revenue you may not even know about

FREEDOM TO BE A PHYSICIAN!!!
I truly believe that each one of you remains a physician for the same reasons my Papa did….
Let me tell you a little story about our physicians’ retreat this year and why I KNOW I am right….

